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Abstract 
In the paper, based on the the minimal projective bimodule resolutions of the system quiver algebras of minimal wild 
representation type, we calculate explicitly the dimensions of all Hochschild homology groups of the system quiver 
algebras of minimal wild representation type by means of combinatorics. 
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1. Introduction 
Representation Theory of finite dimensional Algebra has been developed for thirty years, and is 
applied to many mathematics fields. A lot of new viewpoints and methods have been obtained by 
using some representation theories of algebra in these fields. The development and application of 
quiver algebra and its representations put forward some good methods for caculating Hochschild 
homology and cohomology group. 
The differential equation 
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provides the linear time invariant dynamical system 6= (G; F;H), where x(t)  kn, u(t)  km, y(t) kp 
are vector variables, and G; F;H are respectively num; nun; pun matrix. Hazewinkel first obtained 
the one to one correspondence of every linear time invariant dynamical system 6 = (G; F; H) and the 
dimensional vector (m; n; p) of the following system quiver Q in [1]. 
The equivalence classes of a dynamical system are one-to-one correspondence with the 
isomorphism classes of the finite dimensional representations of the system quiver. But the system 
quiver is wild type, and then it is hard to classify it by the representation theories of system quiver. 
In 2003, Li Longcai et al. classfied all the system quiver algebras according their representation type, 
and found the list of system quiver algebras of minimal wild representation type [2]. 
Let / is a system quiver algebra. In the isomorphism and dual sense, / is wild type if and only if 
/ is (or degenerate) kQ=I, where I is correspond to W. The algebra is called the system quiver 
algebra of minimal wild type. 
W 
(1) I1 = (D3; PQ; D2Q); 
(2) I2 = (D3; DQ); 
(3) I3 = (D3; PD 2; D2Q; PDQ); 
(4) I4 = (D4; PD 3; PQ; DQ); 
(5) I5 = (D4; PD 2; D 2Q; PDQ; PQ); 
(6) I6 = (D 5; PD 2; PQ; DQ). 
Bardzell gave the explicit description of construction of minimal projective bimodule resolutions 
of monomial algebras with directed paths. Using Bardzell’s method, the minimal projective 
bimodule resolutions of the system quiver algebras of minimal wild representation type is 
constructed in [3]. In this thesis, based on the resolutions, we calculate explicitly the dimensions of 
all Hochschild homology groups of the system quiver algebras of minimal wild representation type 
by means of combinatorics. Thus we get a further understanding of the homology property of those 
algebras. 
2. Minimal projective bimodule resolution 
In the section, we first introduce the minimal projective bimodule resolutions of the system 
quiver algebras of minimal wild representation type constructed by Dandan Zhang in [3]. 
By the correspondence of the list in introduction, it can obtain the following ideals corresponding 
to the system quiver algebras of minimal wild type *j = kQ/Ij : I1 = (Į3, ȝȞ, Į2Ȟ), I2 =(Į3, ĮȞ), I3 =(Į3, 
ȝĮ2,Į2Ȟ, ȝĮȞ), I4 =(Į4, ȝĮ3, ȝȞ, ĮȞ), I5 =(Į4, ȝĮ2,Į2Ȟ, ȝĮȞ, ȝȞ), I6 =(Į5, ȝĮ2, ȝȞ, ĮȞ). 
Let Cj be a series of kí bases of īj, and e1,e2,e3 be the primitive idempotent element 
corresponding to the vertexes 1, 2, 3 respectively, we have 
C1 ={e1,e2,e3, ȝ, Į, Ȟ, ĮȞ, ȝĮ, Į2, ȝĮȞ ȝĮ2}, dimkī1 11;  
C2 {e1,e2,e3, ȝ, Į, Ȟ, ĮȞ, ȝȞ, Į2,Į2Ȟ}, dimkī2 10;  
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C3 {e1,e2,e3, ȝ, Į, Ȟ, ȝĮ, ĮȞ, Į2, ȝȞ}, dimkī3 10;  
C4 {e1,e2,e3, ȝ, Į, Ȟ, ȝĮ, ȝĮ2,Į2,Į3}, dimkī4 10;  
C5 {e1,e2,e3, ȝ, Į, Ȟ, ȝĮ, ĮȞ, Į2,Į3}, dimkī5 10;  
C6 {e1,e2,e3, ȝ, Į, Ȟ, ȝĮ, Į2,Į3,Į4}, dimkī6 10. 
And then, we construct the minimal projective bimodule resolutions of īj . Let īe j =īop j ٔk īj be 
the enveloping algebra of īj, and ٔ := ٔk, P j n  :=          ījo(p)ٔt(p)īj , where the 
constructions of APj(n)[4] are as follows: APj (0) {e1,e2,e3}, APj (1) {­, ¢, ®}.  
For 1, AP1(2) {¢3, ­®, ¢2®}. When n ı 3, 
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For all pnAPj(n), define Sub(pn)= {pní1APj (ní 1) : pní1 is a subpath of pn}. Let n be an odd 
number, pn APj(n), then Sub(pn)= {pn-1 1 ,pní1 2 }, where pní1 k ęAPj (n-1)(k=1, 2), and there exists only 
one subpath R1 2  and L2 1  such that pn exists the following decomposition: pn= pní1 1 R1 2  =L2 1  pní1 2.  And 
then pn+1APj(n + 1), Sub(pn+1)= {pn 1  ,pn 2  , ···, pn s }, where pn+l= șlpn l ȝl(l =1,...,s), and șl and ȝl are the 
supplemental subpaths of pn l  with respect to pn+1. 
Define įj n : P j níė P j ní1 the following form: 
And then it follows the following theorem according to [4]. 
Theorem 1 For the above the system quiver algebras īj of minimal wild representation type, the 
complex 
is the minimal projective īe j  resolution of īj . 
3. Hochschild homology group 
Let X, Y is a set that consists of all consistent elements of kQ, and X Ĵ{(x, y) X × Y | t(x)= 
o(y),t(y)= o(x)}. Then k(XĴY) is a linear space whose base is XĴY. In the section, we calculate the 
dimensions of all Hochschild homology groups of the system quiver algebras of minimal wild 
representation type by means of combinatorics. 
Acting on the minimal projection īe j  resolution (Pj,įj) of īj by the functor íٔīe j īj, it follows  
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it follows Bardzell chain complex 
 
Where, for all (c, pn) ę (Cj Ĵ APj (n)), if is an odd number, then 
                (1) 
where                                        are 
subpaths of pn. And if is an even number, then 
 (2)  
 
where pní1 k  is any one of sub(pn) such that pn= Ȝkpní1 k șk. 
Theorem 2 Let īi kQ/Ii, i =1, 2, ..., 6, then 
 
and  
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Proof: Here, the conclusion of ī1 is only provedand the others can similarly be proved. From the 
second section, it follows 
 
When n t 3, and n is an odd number, 
When n t 3, and n is an even number, 
So 
 
When n t 3, and n is an odd number, 
When n t 3, and n is an even number, 
For proving the next conclusion, we can sequence the base of C1 ĴAP1(n) in accordance with 
the order in the previous proving, and still denote its corresponding matrix by Ĳ1 n . 
From (1) and (2), it follows 
Therefore Ĳ1 1  is equal to 0, and then rankĲ1 1  =0. 
For the same reason, it follows 
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Therefore the matrix Ĳ2 1  is 
then rankĲ2 1  =1.  
Therefore the matrix Ĳ1 3  is 0, then rankĲ1 3  = 0.  
When nt4, and n is an odd number,  
Therefore the matrix Ĳ1 n  is 0, then rankĲ1 n  =0. 
When nt3, and n is an even number, 
 
Therefore the matrix Ĳ1 n  is 
then rankĲ1 n  =1. 
In conclusion, 
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